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How insensitive (Insensatez in Portuguese) is a classic Nova Bossa written by Antonio Carlos Jobim. In this lesson, you will learn how to play the melody of how insensitive, how to solo on its chord changes, and you will have a look at some typical Bossa Nova introductions. How insensitive recording has been made by a lot of musicians, including Joao
Gilberto, Stan Getz, Oscar Peterson, Charlie Bird, Chet Atkins, Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Emily Rimler, Burley Lagren, Sting, Iggy Pop, and many more. The most prominent jazz guitar releases are those from Montgomery Witts, Pat Martino, and Pat Metheny, especially his live version of 1993, which you can see below. How insensitive was Jobim's
tribute to Frédéric Chopin.The song resembled chopin's introduction, Op. 28 (No. 4), in harmony as well as melody, as you can hear below. Jazz Guitar Water Dictionary (free ebook)Download now and learn 244 chord forms! How insensitive – Melody Chordhein's arrangement is a melody how insensitive, arranged in a way you play in a jazz trilogy with
drum and bass. I format the melody of Mama in order to get a clear distinction between melody and accompaniment. Support TrackListen and play along some notes: Bar 3: Dwindling chord with b13. This expression is like (C) 13th chord with raised root or (F#) 7 #9 chord with 5th in bass. Bar 7: The first chord is the shape of Dm6, an alternative to
Bm7b5.Bar 9-10: Accompaniment goes from Bbmaj7 to Bb6/9.Bar 11-12: same as above, ropes go from Ebmaj7 to Ebmaj6/9.9.Bar 16-20: Some octaves and ropes à la Wes Montgomery.Bar 23: I play Vanilla Dma here without 7.How Insensitive – Harmonic AnalysisHow Insensitive is in the Key D Minor 32 Para you can see as 4 blocks of 8 bars. Harmony
between how insensitive is not very straight forward and not everyone agrees on any chord to use where. Especially the first 8 bars can be daunting to improvise at first. Here is a scale analysis of chord changes. Bars 1 and 2 – D Aeolian ModeHow insensitive starts on a small tonic chord, the clear Dm7.The scale to play here is D Aeolian (=D slight natural
scale), but you can also use a slight pentagram D or a small blues scale D. Here's the finger on the D Aeolian scale: bars 3 and 4 – the next micro-scale harmonic D is C #dim7, which can also be seen as A7b9/C # This is a chord a lot of people have more improvisation problems. The check scale here is a slight harmonic D scale, but you can also use the
Pentagram D scale or secondary blues. Here's the finger for a slight harmonic D scale: bars 5 and 6 – C Dorian ModeOn in Cm6, you play on the Dorian C scale (second of guitar modes). Bars 7 and 8 - C Melodic Minor ModeBm7b5 in Bars 8 and 9 can also be seen as G7/B.The check scale here is secondary C melodic Nova IntrosHere are some
introductions in nova bossa style you can use for how Insensitive.Most of this end intros on the A7 (on the dominant chord of Dm7) to make a smooth transition to the first chord of How Insensitive.Bossa Nova Introduction 1Bossa Nova Introduction 2This is in Grand D. The main tone of the introduction emphasizes a slight tonality of how insensitive and
makes a nice contrast. Bosa Nova Introduction 3Bossa Nova Introduction 4Bossa Nova Introduction 5 in this lesson I teach you the order of fingerstyle chord melody of how insensitive by one of the most productive Bosa Nova composers ... Tom Jojim! In many interviews, Gokim mentioned his admiration for classical composer Frederic Chopin, so it's no
coincidence that how insensitive is very similar to Frederick Chopin's introduction to the piano's minor e. Thus, before I play my order, in the video I play for the first time tune how insensitive on a small part of Chopin's introduction so you can see how it serves as the basis for this composition. If you're not already aware of this, I guarantee you that you get a
fresh look at jobim piece as well as my take on it for a solo guitar.    How can I download non-sensitive files for $6.00 (buy me a cup of coffee and a snack?). Your contribution is highly appreciated, as it helps support the site and allows me to continue investing the long hours required to produce these lessons. The download includes: PDF of copies with both
regular notation and TAB, MP3 of order, Band In A Box file featuring the order and rhythm section, and MIDI file. For those who do not use PayPal... When you click the button below, it will give you the option to pay with any major credit card without having to sign up for PayPal. Note that you must be registered for payment and download links to be visible!
[Protected content for jazz guitarist sing-off members only] [Protected content for Llanin, Elite 3 months, elite members 6 months only] There is no video lesson for this song (Antonio Carlos Jobim and Vinicius de Morais lyrics Norman Gimbel) Introduction: Em7 Edim Bm7 C#7 F#7 C#m5- /7 F#7 Bm F#7/13 - Bm7 Edim Am6 How How How I must look
insensitive Cdim Gdim Cdim E9 E9 E7 when she told me that she loved me Em Em 9 Em Em Em9 M 9 M M 9 M C #m5-7 How unmoved and cold must have looked F #7 BM when she honestly told me D7 Am7 Am7 Fdim D7 Am7 G7G7M Why, she must have asked, I just converted Em7 Edim Bm and stared at Silence Icy D7 C #7 F #7 What I had to say,
what can you say C #m5- / 7 F #7 Bm when a love affair is more than Bm7 Edim Am6 now it's gone away and I alone Cdim Cdim E9 E7 E7 With the memory of her last look Em9 EmM Em9 M9 C8M C #M5- / 7 Mysterious, painted and sad, I still see that F #7 Bm is still all her heartbreak in looking past the D7 Am7 Fdim D7 Am7 G7M how, she must have
asked, I just turn Em7 Edim Bm and staring in the icy silence of D7 C #7 What I had to say, what can C#m5-7 F#7 Bm say when there is a love affair there is no video lesson for this song Introdução: Em7 Edim Bm7 C #7 F#7 C#m7 F#7 Bm F#7/13 - Bm7 Edim Am6 How I must seem insensitive Cdim Gdim Cdim E9 E7 e7 when she told me that she loved me
Em Em9 Em Em9 M M M M M5-7 How Unmoved and cold must have looked F #7 BM when she honestly told me d7 Am7 Fdim D7 D7 G7 G7M why, she must have asked, I just convert edim Bm Em7 and stared in icy silence D7 C # 7 F #7 What I had to say, what can you say C #m5-/ 7 F #7 Bm when a love affair is more than Bm7 Edim Am6 now it's gone
away and I alone Cdim E9 E7 with the memory of her last look Em9 EmM Em9 M9 C8M C #m5 - / 7 mysterious and painted and sad, I see that f #7 BM is still all her heartbreak in look at another D7 Am7 Am7 Fdim D7 Am7 D7 G7M how, she must have asked, I just turn Em7 Edim BM and stared in the silence of the icy D7 C #7 F #7 what I had to say, what
can you say C #m5- / 7 F #7 BM when a love relationship is over on the guitar, the chord melody is the arrangement of a song that includes both melody and harmony (chords) at once. Chord melodies are often used in forms where guitar is the only harmonic instrument: for example, a solo guitar, or a guitar trio (guitar, bass, drums). In this blog post, I will
walk you through the 3 step process to build a chord melody. We will use the first 8 bars of standard jazz all the things that you are as an example of our. Play melody on the top 2 strings matching melody breaking things apart get PDF examples of all three steps (and one bonus) here: how to build a chord melody in 3 easy steps examples PDF 1. Playing
melody on the top 2 strings this first step may seem like a lack of thinking, but it's the most important step when building a chord melody. Didn't? Because your ranking needs to focus on ... Tune! Otherwise, your audience won't recognize the melody you're doing. Your first task is to play melody on the top 2 strings. Depending on the song you choose, it can
be either very easy or challenging. Here is how you all look at things: Again, I'm going to emphasize the importance of this step. I encourage you to take all the time you need to learn the melody. Here's a hint: You can sing it from memory without hesitation.  Another tip I can give you is to avoid the temptation to use a fake book. As useful as it is, it won't help
your memory. Use recordings instead! You must listen (many times) to 5-10 versions of the standard you arrange. Choose versions with and without words, to give you an idea of the different ways you can interpret.   2. Match melody wait! Before going to the second step, please take the time to learn chord succession as well as you learned the melody.
There are many ways. Progressions. My personal recommendation is to learn it again by ear, using different recordings.  Your second task is to select the right chords to have a melody tone on top. You will discover twists, extensions, replacements, and new shapes during this step. You can use full wild ropes, partial ropes and rotation between the two. If it
doesn't work, try drop 2! By the end of the day, you will be happy that you decided to build a chord melody. You will have learned all this information too! You may not always be able to find a chord fits. When that happens, don't play any chord at all! Sometimes a small section of melody is all that is required. Playing a chord melody doesn't mean that you're
bound to align the chord for each beat of the melody, either. You (and will, I guarantee) always return to arrange your melody on the chord later and rework it. Here is how it looks in practice: notice the different shapes that you can use. Challenge yourself! Question your knowledge of the ropes and be creative. Don't stop here, because the best isn't here yet!
  3. Break things apart now that you have a good knowledge of melody and harmony, it's time to break things apart and add some rhythm. There are two sub-steps to this: play on the chord before or after Melody's note again, you don't need to align each melody tone with a chord. You will either be overwhelmed and miss the beat (this should be your worst
fear), or sound like you're vomiting the pages of rope chemistry. Playing on the chords before after the melody will start to give it a motion without much change. Note: You still should check ted Greene's book. You will discover all kinds of ropes. Ted Greene's rope-ribbon chemistry away some simple idea chords: play Salmond's melody for a few beats. I
heard some of you say what?  Listen to me, your notes will make sound like a capella singing sound (without accompaniment) or a mini solo. It's an effective way to give some sense to your arrangement. Combining the two ideas on our example the melody sounds like this: but wait there's more! Here is a bonus step: add animated lines. Animated lines are
notes that you will want to play in the middle log of your guitar to add motion. To get started: Play around 3rds and 7ths and add chromatic lines and/or scale lines. A lot of great guitarists play with this idea like Joe Bass and Martin Taylor. Joe Pass Martin Taylor check out PDF for an example of this bonus move!   Bottom line, what did we cover? Always
remember that melody is the most important element in the arrangement of chord melody. Align your standard melody with different flavors of chords (twists, extensions, and alternatives). Unscrew things to add movement and add lines. Don't forget to get a PDF with examples to have a better idea Progress of steps 3. How to build a chord melody in 3 easy
steps PDF examples try these 3 steps on a part or full of your favorite standard and let us know how you did in the comments below. Ni Fanilo Andriané is a guitarist living in Canada. Its main influences are traditional music from the country of birth, Madagascar, and blues. Jazz was discovered at the age of 19 and has been in love with her ever since. Since.
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